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Final Summer Photography Safaris
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Upcoming Photo Safaris
Mineral King
August 31
Bobcats
September 8 (1-day)
Bobcats
September 16-17 (2-day)
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Hi to Everyone,
I can't wait for summer to be over. The hot temps mixed with choking smoke has just
made life in the San Joaquin Valley - and probably all California valleys - pretty miserable.
Last week my wife and I made a trip out to Utah to see kids and we got to spend some time
in Jackson. Going north on Interstate 15 near Baker, CA we encountered an amazing 121
degrees - a new record high for me. It was so nice to get up early in the morning in
Jackson and feel a cold snap of air hit me in the face. At the Oxbow of the Snake River a
couple of the grizzlies we photographed this past June were above the road on the hillside
to the north. That definitely got me excited about our potential encounters on the fall
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safari, October 5-11. We split the days between Yellowstone and Grand Tetons. (LINK)
There are 3 folks meeting me on location, so I still have openings in my truck to travel out
there.
Recently, I've participated in a number of zoom meetings with a professional guide in
South Africa who offers a wide range of podcasts and webinars focused on photography in
Africa. I know many of you have photographed in Africa. He has some interesting
photographic techniques and tactics that might interest some of you. I'm going to be a
guest presenter on a podcast in December about bird photography in the American West mainly to expose his clients to birding opportunities here in the West. His name is Lou
Coetzer. His website is: www.cnpsafaris.com His company also provides professional
cameras and lenses for their safaris, free of charge. He is doing a free webinar this coming
Thursday, August 27th, at 8pm South African Time - which I think is Noon PST in
California, but you might need to check to be sure. If any of you are interested, here is a
link (LINK).
Finally, I've pushed hard to fill my October 5-11 Yellowstone/Tetons Wildlife Safari. I have
three photographers meeting me on location, but none traveling with me yet. So spots are
still available. (LINK) With just 6 weeks left I've got a special offer to anyone considering
this safari ... but you will have to contact me to find out what it is. Shoot me an e-mail and
I will let you know the offer. BrentRPaull@hotmail.com
I know many of you are still worried about Covid and I want to address that here. While
numbers of folks catching Covid are declining, what matters to me most are the hotspots and if those intersect with the destinations I shoot on safaris. Yellowstone recently posted
the results of another park-wide employee set of tests - not a single Covid case among
hundreds of employees. In fact, the rate of infection is less than 1 percent in both Montana
and Wyoming and declining. I thoroughly clean my vehicle each day, have hand sanitizer
and kleenex at every seat, and practice all the guidelines that Yellowstone National Park
requests its guides to practice. If you are waiting for Covid to completely disappear from
the United States before re-engaging in your photography travels - then you will never go
on a photography safari again - because it will never be eradicated. When a vaccine is
available I expect it to be about as successful as a flu shot, always prepared with last year's
flu in mind - yet, we still occasionally catch the flu, and occasionally die from it.
I've done 16 photo safaris since Covid began, and not a single photographer has caught
Covid, either with me or during the weeks/months since. In all sincerity, if you have
shopped at grocery stores and/or Walmart in the past 6 months and not caught Covid, you
are already a survivor. There is no Covid in our national and state parks, and it isn't
floating in the air and hiding behind giant sequoia trees. Over 4.4 million people were hurt
last year in car accidents in the US, yet we haven't abandoned vehicles and stopped
driving. Some people consider the right to drive as important a freedom as anything in our
Constitution, and when they lose it their life is changed forever. When we took my
mother's car away from her (she suffers from dementia) she was angry and upset about her
loss of freedom - and while she forgets important facts (like living in Gilroy for 15 years
when I was growing up) she hasn't forgotten having the car taken away 4 years ago. That
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was a dramatic change. Losing our ability as photographers to get out and travel in the US
to exercise our innate desire to photograph beautiful things is no less tragic, or dramatic.
We only get so many days.
I hope this newsletter finds you all healthy and safe. Masks allow everyone to breathe easy
and pepper spray allows everyone to walk outside safely, I carry both. Get outside and
shoot. BRP

UPCOMING PHOTOGRAPHY SAFARIS
BIRD SAFARIS
Northern Pygmy Owls Sunday, November 22 (LINK)
Bosque del Apache Bird Safari Wednesday, December 2-4 (LINK)
Klamath Winter Wildlife Safari Monday, January 18-20 (LINK)
Northern Pygmy Owls Thursday, February 12 (LINK)
Utah Raptors Safari Sunday, February 14-16 (LINK)
San Diego Wildlife Safari Thursday, February 25-27 (LINK)
Southern California Bird Safari Monday, March 8 (LINK)
Texas Bird Safari Thursday, March 11-14 (LINK)
Great Horned Owl Safari Monday, March 29 (LINK)
WILDLIFE SAFARIS
Bobcat Safaris September 8, 16-17 October 14, 19-20 November 11, 16-17 (LINK)
Yellowstone/Tetons Fall Wildlife Safari Monday, October 5-11 (LINK)
California Coast Wildlife Safari Friday, January 8 (LINK)
Yellowstone/Tetons Winter Wildlife Safari Monday, January 25-31 (LINK)
Channel Island Gray Foxes Safari Sunday, February 7 (LINK)
Yellowstone/Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari Tuesday, June 1-10 (LINK)
LANDSCAPE SAFARIS
Yosemite Fall Safari Thursday, October 15 (LINK)
Southern Utah Fall Landscape/Wildlife Safari Monday, October 26-30 (LINK)
Mineral King (Sequoia) Safari Friday, October 16 (LINK)
Monterey/Big Sur Tuesday, December 22-23 (LINK)
Yosemite Winter Safari Wednesday, February 3 (LINK)
Blossom Trail Saturday, February 20 (LINK)
Glacier Summer Safari Tuesday, July 27-31 (LINK)

Wildlife photography is tough, but the rewards for those hours in the field chasing the next
encounter can never be taken from you. What's around that next corner is always amazing
and you should be a part of it.
Kind Regards,
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